Walking the Zoo

Front Street (handicap)
20-minute walk/Gateways to Discovery Outpost, Lost Forest, Outback, Urban Jungle, and Africa Rocks/Mild Terrain

Park Way
20-minute walk/Gateways to Africa Rocks, Asian Passage, Panda Canyon, Northern Frontier, and Elephant Odyssey/Mild to Steep Terrain

Center Street
10-minute walk/Gateways to Asian Passage and Outback/Steepest Terrain

Treetops Way
5-minute walk/Access to Fern Canyon, Tiger, Orangutan, Hippo, and Monkey Trails/Mild Terrain

Sun Set 7-minute walk from Treetops Way to Center Street/Mild Terrain

Fern Canyon Trail
7-minute walk from Treetops Way to Park Way and Center Street/Steepest Terrain

Hippo Trail
30-minute walk from Treetops Way to Park Way/Mild to Steep Terrain

Monkey Trail
15-minute walk from Entrance to Gorillas/Mild Terrain

Orangutan Trail
15-minute walk from Treetops Way to Monkey Trail/Mild Terrain

Sun Bear Trail
10-minute walk from Center Street to Park Way/Mild Terrain

Tiger Trail
20-minute walk from Entrance to Tigers/Mild to Steep Terrain

Africa Rocks
20-minute walk from Entrance/Mild Terrain

Resource Map for Guests with Disabilities

Accessible Paths
Symbolized by small blue dots. See the box at the right, Walking the Zoo.

Point-to-Point Transportation
Kangaroo Bus: For guests who do NOT utilize a mobility device. There are four stops at designated locations symbolized on the map by yellow circles.

On-Call Service
ADA Shuttles: The ADA shuttles are for those who require transport including a mobility device; stops are symbolized on the map by blue circles.

Kulture City Sensory Bag
Pick up your Kulture City sensory bag at Guest Services.

Headphone Zone
Quiet Area
Smoke/Vape-Free Facility